
 

Annual Branch Activity Report 

Educational and Social events update 

Since May 2020, the Branch has seen significant forward momentum on an event plan that 

delivers both virtual and (soon to be) physical events again heading through the end of 2021 

and into 2022.  

Though we saw the unfortunate cancellation and postponement of our much-loved annual 

dinner event in January, throughout the pandemic the branch has utilised the covid-

enforced virtual platform to conceptualise and develop a series of free webinars (with high 

profile speakers/real-time topical issues) with a focus on engaging future industry talent and 

supporting both businesses and individuals affected by the pandemic. 

Virtual events held were as follows: 

• “I’ve graduated… so what now?!” 

• “Simple steps lead to great success” careers workshop with Edwards & Finn  

• “Brave new world; Hospitality career opportunities post-pandemic” 

• “Marketing your business out of a pandemic” 

• “Leading teams in times of uncertainty” workshop 

• “Inspiring Hospitality Careers – From pot washer to MD”  

• “Demystifying Mentors in celebration of National Mentoring day”  

• “Stand up and Stand out with the Jobseekers Toolkit” in partnership with MJ Inspire. 

• “Cheers to the new year with IoH Sussex and Square Root Soda.” £68 raised for 
Hospitality Action on mocktail kit sales. 

• “Work placements and graduate programmes… what’s out there for me?!”  

•  “Trailblazing Gold Sustainable Food practices”  

• “How to re-engage your teams after furlough” workshop with Caroline Cooper 

• “Spotlight on sector support”  

 

In total, the webinars have exceeded 1,000 sign ups and 703 live attendees. Our student and 

graduate based events have achieved engagement from a total of 43 domestic and 

international educational establishments and have featured in University module content 

for both Greenwich and Brighton. These events have been highly popular, well received and 

continue to take place attracting industry recognised talent. 

Taking a step away from the Covid-enforced virtual platform, Sussex branch has been 

proactively engaging with both industry and non-industry strategic educational partners 

such as the South East Local Enterprise Partnership Group, The Education People (in both 

Sussex and the neighbouring county of Kent), the Local Authorities across two counties, and 

the London based #InspiringHospitalityTalent initiative.  

Pre lockdown a networking session with the above, with case studies presented by our next 

generation of hospitality talent, and an exploration of how partnership arrangements 

between Education and the Hospitality Industry in Sussex and neighbouring counties can be 



 

best exploited was scheduled for October. Purely due to Covid 

restrictions this has now been postponed to take place later this year. 

College visits 

Whilst these have not been possible this year, we have been proactively engaging with and 

supporting local colleges and universities through the delivery of our virtual events designed 

to promote the industry and assist in links to schools to access the talent pool and increase 

awareness of the opportunities available in our industry. We have also undertaken guest 

lectures at Brighton and Greenwich University and committee members are actively 

supporting and mentoring local Hospitality students from Chichester college. 

We have also sponsored an individual from Brighton Met College to support in their catering 

studies and we maintain strong links and relationships with all of these establishments with 

a focus to engage and build relationships with even more local schools and colleges in the 

future. 

Future events/direction 

Alongside the continuation of our virtual series for the rest of 2021/22, we are also 

beginning our planning for the return of physical events including: 

• ‘Celebrating Sussex’ Golf and Sussex-based supplier social – Tuesday 22nd June at 
Goodwood Estate. Tradeshow, golf teams and sponsorship packages available. 
 

• “Meet and greet” networking events with IoH Sussex branch members, raising our 
profile with our Sussex based academic partners and facilitating member socials. 
 

• Sussex, Surrey and Kent Inspiring Hospitality Talent initiative – October TBD. 
 

• Celebrating Sussex’ local initiatives, community impact and unsung Hospitality 
heroes during pandemic – November TBD. 
 

• Our ever popular Annual Dinner at Pennyhill Park Hotel & Spa - January 2022. 
 

• Targeted practical events such as “World-class cocktails – secrets of a champion 

mixologist” with a demonstration by Paul Martin. 

 

• Our first local aspiring hospitality talent awards event to encourage excellence, 

networking and engagement of businesses in Sussex and our neighbouring counties 

of Surrey and Kent – 2022 TBD. 


